Morphogenesis and proliferation in mono- and organotypic co-cultures of primary human periodontal ligament fibroblasts and alveolar bone cells.
Cells of the periodontal ligament and the alveolar bone lie in close vicinity in the periodontium. The goal of this study was to create an in vitro model to facilitate the study of the morphogenesis and proliferation of these two cell types under more in-vivo-like conditions. This was accomplished by the generation of organotypic co-cultures of primary human periodontal ligament fibroblasts (PDL) and alveolar bone cells (BC) and matched mono-cultures after 1, 2 and 3 weeks. Indirect immunofluorescence (IIF) for vimentin indicated that PDL cells exhibited sustained stratification only in the presence of BC cells, suggesting an important role for BCs in maintaining the stratification of PDL cells. In mono-cultures, only BC cells showed progressing stratification. They also displayed the most pronounced contraction of the cell culture matrix. Moreover, Ki-67 antigen detection by IIF revealed that these features coincided with cell proliferation localized on the matrix surface at the onset of cell stratification. These findings suggest that, in addition to proliferation, a further prerequisite for stratification may be cell migration. Furthermore, the maintained cell stratification, proliferation, and compartmentalization noted for PDL cells in organotypic co-cultures and BCs in mono-cultures can only be observed in a three-dimensional culture system. Thus, our system represents a novel experimental tool to further elucidate the underlying mechanisms of the growth and differentiation of PDL and bone tissue.